THE MC2100 ACCESSORY FAMILY

Make life easier for your workers and your IT department with the MC2100 accessory family. With a choice of a hand strap, a leather holster, a lanyard and either a standard or guitar pick style stylus, the MC2100 is even easier to hold and use. And 4-slot chargers for the MC2100 and its batteries, a variety of charging and communication cables, spare batteries and more make it easier for IT to manage your pool of MC2100 mobile computers.
Single Slot USB Cradle
This cradle provides USB communication with a host computer and charges the MC2100 Series mobile computer. Power supply (PWRS-14000-249R) and AC line cord must be purchased separately. CRD2100-1000UR

4-Slot Docking Cradle Charge Only
Four-slot charge-only cradle for your MC2100 Series mobile computer. Power supply (PWRS-14000-241R), DC cable and AC line cord must be purchased separately. CRD2100-4000CR

4-Slot Ethernet charging cradle
Simultaneously charges and provides Ethernet connectivity to four terminals. Requires the purchase of a PWRS-14000-241R power supply, country-specific three-wired grounded AC power cord and 50-16002-029R DC cable. CRD2100-4000ER

4-Slot Battery Charger
Charges four spare batteries for the MC2100 Series mobile computer. Requires the purchase of a PWRS-14000-148R power supply and country-specific three-wired grounded AC power cord. SAC2100-4000CR

Power Supply — Energy Star Version
Anticipate long hours of use with the Zebra PWRS14000-249R Power Supply for cable charging with the MC2100 Series mobile computers. PWRS-14000-249R

Power Supply
Enjoy long hours of use with the Zebra PWRS14000-148R power supply for the MC2100 Series mobile computer Single Slot USB cradle. PWRS-14000-148R

Power Supply
Count on this versatile power supply for use with the Zebra MC2100 Series 4-Slot Ethernet charging and Docking Charge Only Cradles. Purchase country-specific AC and DC line cords separately. PWRS-14000-241R

AC Line Cord
3-wire grounded AC line cord, 7.5 ft. for power supplies PWRS-14000-148R and PWRS-14000-241R. Associated Country: United States 23844-00-00R

DC Line Cord
3-wire grounded AC line cord, 7.5 ft. for PWRS-14000-148R and PWRS-14000-241R. Associated Country: United States 23844-00-00R

USB Active Sync Cable
USB Active Sync Cable that connects your MC2100 mobile computer to a host computer USB port. Requires the PWRS-14000-249R power supply and country-specific two-wired ungrounded AC power cord which must be purchased separately. 25-154073-01R

MC2100 Hand Strap
This leather hand strap provides added safety against accidental drops of the MC2100 Series while on the move. SG-MC2123225-01R

Leather Holster
This durable fabric holster is designed to protect the MC2100 Series mobile computer against the rigors of everyday usage. SG-MC21211205-01R

Lanyard
Allow your workers to take their MC2100 Series anywhere while keeping hands free to perform tasks and handle objects with this convenient lanyard wrist strap. SG-MC2127225-01R

Plate: 1-Slot Cradle, Daisy Chain
Connects two MC2100 Series single slot cradles. KT-158412-03R

Modem Module (Dongle)
This lightweight modem dongle snaps onto the Cable Adapter Module for remote synchronisation using a standard RJ11 telephone jack. MDM9000-100R

Standard Spare Battery
A standard capacity (2400mAh) Lithium Ion battery pack for the MC2100 Series. BTRY-MC21EAB0E

AC Line Cord
2-wire ungrounded AC line cord, 7.5 ft., for PWRS-14000-249R single unit power supply. 50-16000-029R

DC Line Cord
Connects the PWRS-14000-241R 4-slot power supply to the CRD2100-4000CR and CRD2100-4000ER 4-slot cradles. This DC line cord is compatible with the other Zebra mobile computer 4-slot cradles. 50-16002-029R

Plate: 4-Slot Cradle, Daisy Chain
Connects four MC2100 Series mobile computers. KT-158412-03R

Modem Cable
Provides modem connectivity to the MC2100 by connecting the MC2100 to the Modem Module Dongle (MDM9000-100R). Note: this modem cable also allows the DC connector of the PWRS-14000-249 to plug directly into the MC2100. 25-154074-01R

Pick Stylus
This three-pack of plastic styluses with tether is designed for smooth navigation with the Zebra MC2100 Series mobile computers. STYLUS-00007-03R

Stylus
This plastic stylus three-pack with tether offers smooth navigation for the Zebra MC2100 Series. KT-158412-03R

Screen Protector
This handy screen protector, available in packs of three, safeguards the display of your MC2100 Series. KT-158412-03R

Screen: 1-Slot Cradle,
Daisy Chain
Connects two MC2100 Series single slot cradles. KT-158412-03R